VIVALDI’S WOMEN

Concerto for violin, organ, strings & continuo in d, RV 541
e Allegro

Antonio Vivaldi (1678-1741)

[3.42]

r Grave

[2.39]

t Allegro

[2.17]

Concerto for viola d’amore, strings & continuo in d, RV 394
1 Allegro

[4.24]

2 Largo

[1.56]

3 Allegro

[3.58]

Concerto for violin in tromba marina, strings & continuo in G, RV 313

Psalm 126: Nisi Dominus for soprano (S), mezzo-soprano (MS), contralto (C),
violin in tromba marina, viola d’amore, chalumeau, cello, organ, strings & continuo, RV 803
y Allegro – Nisi Dominus aedificaverit domum (S, MS, C, strings & continuo)

[1.46]

u Allegro – Nisi Dominus custodierit civitatem (MS, viola d’amore, strings & continuo)

[2.48]

i Allegro – Vanum est vobis ante lucem (MS, strings & continuo)

[2.35]

o Andante – Cum dederit dilectis suis (MS, chalumeau, strings & continuo)

[3.14]

4 Allegro

[3.03]

5 Andante

[2.38]

p Allegro – Sicut sagittae in manu potentis (C, violin in tromba, strings & continuo)

[2.35]

6 Allegro

[3.02]

a Largo – Beatus vir qui implevit desiderium (S, cello & continuo)

[5.13]

Introduzione al Gloria: Cur sagittas, cur tela, cur faces for contralto, strings & continuo, RV 637
7 Aria: Allegro – Cur sagittas, cur tela, cur faces

[3.48]

8 Recitativo accompagnato – Hostibus circumventa undique et armis

[1.43]

9 Aria: Andante – In te beate Pater

[5.33]

s Larghetto – Gloria Patri, et Filio, et Spritui Sancto (S, organ, strings)

[4.44]

d Allegro – Sicut erat in principio (S, MS, C, strings & continuo)

[1.40]
[70.35]

Total timings:

Concerto for violin, strings and continuo in F from Harmonia Mundi The 2nd Collection
0 Allegro

[3.00]

q Adagio

[1.41]

w Allegro

[2.22]
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VIVALDI’S WOMEN
Apart from a short period (1717-19) spent in
Mantua under the patronage of Philip of HesseDarmstadt, Vivaldi never held a full-time post in
church or at court; for a composer of Vivaldi’s
talent and standing, this was most unusual.
The Electress of Bavaria wanted to bring him to
Munich as Kapellmeister but her husband claimed
that Vivaldi would be too expensive (it is rather
more likely that he saw no need to replace Pietro
Torri who had held the post since 1692). Vivaldi
himself coveted a post at the Imperial court in
Vienna, but this was an ambition that would
remain unfulfilled. Of course, it is possible that
the freedom to arrange his duties as composer,
violinist, impresario and teacher actually suited
Vivaldi. Viewed in this light, Vivaldi’s career
bears many resemblances to that of a freelance
musician today.

violin in tromba marina, viola, viola d’amore, cello,
violone, viol, double bass, theorbo, mandolin,
harpsichord, organ, oboe, flute, recorder,
chalumeau and clarinet. In addition, the women
were also expected to teach the younger members
of the figlie di coro.

two settings of the Gloria, a Magnificat, a Dixit
Dominus, the oratorio Juditha Triumphans and
several motets, this is most perplexing. The Pietà
was to call on Vivaldi to deputise as Maestro di
Coro again in 1726 and in 1737-39; on both
occasions, Vivaldi fulfilled his duties with aplomb.

It was during the seventeenth century that the
Pietà developed a strong reputation for its musical
performances, engaging the finest composers
and teachers of the day. It was important to
ensure that the standards were high; after all,
these entertainments were most popular with
Venetians and visitors alike whose donations
provided a welcome extra source of revenue.
Indeed, the Pietà considered the figlie di coro to
be so important that its members would often be
treated to a superior standard of living with access
to more food, olive oil and firewood (particularly
during the winter months).

The vast majority of Vivaldi’s sacred ouput
was probably written for the Pietà, whose
storecupboard of esoteric instruments Vivaldi
used to great effect in works such as Juditha
Triumphans and the setting of Nisi Dominus
(Psalm 126) for three voices presented here.

Despite his celebrated status, Vivaldi’s position
at the Pietà was never totally secure. Equally
strange was the Pietà’s decision to constantly
overlook Vivaldi for the post of Maestro di Coro, a
position that he filled temporarily for four yearsiii
(1713-17) when the current Maestro, Francesco
Gasparini, left on sick-leave. Given the sacred
riches that survive from this period, including

That said, he was employed for significant
periods by the Ospedale della Pietài, a Venetian
institution (founded c.1340) that cared for
unwanted children, often illegitimate or physically
disadvantagedii. The Pietà’s performers were
taken from a group of women (not normally,
contrary to popular belief, girls) known as the
figlie di coro, who sang and played the violin,
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As well as timbral experimentation, Vivaldi was
also keen to try out new musical forms such as
the Introduzione, a type of motet but without the
customary concluding Alleluia. Nearly always
written for solo voice, strings and continuo, the
purpose of the Introduzione was to introduce
a much larger work for soloists, chorus and
orchestra; in the case of Cur sagittas, cur tela, cur
faces, this larger work was a (now lost) setting
of the Gloria. It is probable that this piece was
not destined for the Pietà on account of the
reference to St Lawrence (a saint whose feastday
was not celebrated there); even so, due to the
exceptionally low register required of the soloist,
the vocal part has more in common with some of
the ‘tenor’ roles sung by the women of the Pietà
than music that Vivaldi composed for castrati. As
well as the impressive coloratura required in the
opening aria, this work tests the singer’s sense
of drama, particularly in the recitative. Vivaldi
probably intended for this recitative to conclude
the work before changing his mind to include a
second and final aria whose cantabile qualities
serve as a superb foil to the dramatic coloratura
of the opening number.

This work was composed as part of a Vespers
service that Vivaldi supplied to the Pietà in 1739.
The manuscript copy appears to have originated in
the Venetian copying house of Iseppo Baldan, the
same house where Vivaldi’s nephew Carlo Stefano
Vivaldi worked in 1754-55. By the 1750s, Vivaldi’s
music had fallen out of fashion and Baldan, famous
for his forged attributions, sold this work (and at
least four othersiv by Vivaldi) under the name of
Baldassare Galuppi, then a composer very much
in vogue. The work was perfect for the Pietà,
scored for soprano, mezzo-soprano and contraltov
soloists, and an orchestra of tenor chalumeau,
violin in tromba marina, viola d’amore, cello and
organ in addition to the usual strings and continuo.

In addition to the many fine vocal works, Vivaldi
also contributed many concertos that could be
used to replace parts of the liturgy in church
-5-

della Pietà; with one exceptionviii, all the surviving
music for the instrument was written by Vivaldi.
In addition to the three solo concertos and the
obligato in the Nisi Dominus, the instrument is
also used in a concerto for two violins in tromba
marina, 2 recorders, 2 chalumeaux, 2 mandolins,
2 theorbos and cello, strings and continuo.

services. Amongst these are almost certainly all
of his concertos for violin and obligato organ,
presumably designed to show off the magnificent
instrument that the Pietà had purchased in 1708.
This unusual combination of solo instrumentsvi was
used by Vivaldi on no fewer than seven occasions,
as well as in the concerto for violin, oboe (or cello)
and organ and the surviving fragment for 2 violins,
2 organs and 2 orchestrasvii.

The Pietà’s account books show payments made
to Matteo Sellas (a Venetian luthier who supplied
quality instruments to Vivaldi’s star pupils such
as Anna Maria) for old violins (and violas) to be
fitted with tromba marina bridges and supplied
with strings. As the Pietà must have had an ample
supply of standard gut strings for its orchestra,
it is fair to assume that these strings were made
of a different material. We have opted for wire
strings wound in brass (a common material used
in harpsichord strings) such as those that were
already being made in Bologna in the second half
of the seventeenth century.

Just as unique are his three concertos for
violin in tromba marina, an instrument that in
all likelihood was largely developed by Vivaldi
himself. It probably had three strings (G, D &
A) and a modified bridge that could imitate the
rattle of the tromba marina, a single-stringed
instrument that can be traced back as early
as the 12th century and which was still in use
during Mozart’s youth. It was commonly used
in convent chapels as a substitute for brass
instruments as it was deemed inappropriate for
nuns to play trumpets. This explains the German
nomenclatures Nonnentrompete (Nuns’ trumpet)
and Marientrompete (Our Lady’s trumpet); it is
probably from the latter that the Italians derived
the term tromba marina.

Anna Maria was described by one visitor to
the Pietà as ‘the finest violinist in Europe’; in
addition to the many virtuosic concerti that
Vivaldi composed for her, he also supplied
her with concertos for the viola d’amore, her
involvement sometimes being suggested through
the stylised title Concerto per viola d’AMore. It is

The surviving evidence suggests that the violin
in tromba marina was unique to the Ospedale
-6-

We are extremely grateful to the Vivaldi scholar
Michael Talbot for alerting us to the existence
of this concerto and for generously sharing
his findings. His forthcoming article about the
concerto presents a mass of irrefutable evidence
in favour of Vivaldi’s authorship; he highlights
the existence of an inventory from the Slovakian
monastery of Podolínec where an incipit for this
concerto appears with the description Concerto
a 5 Authore Vivaldi; he also draws the reader’s
attention to various compositional devices used
in the concerto that were not only favoured
by Vivaldi but were actually unique to him. For
me, the clinching point is the slow movement
whose cantabile solo made up of Vivaldi’s typical
odd phrase-lengths (given to the leader of the
orchestra) is superimposed over the soloist’s
arpeggios; this is music that simply could not have
been written by anyone else.

interesting that there are no surviving Venetian
violas d’amore, and it is likely that Vivaldi had
to search further afield for these instruments,
perhaps looking to places such as Cremona
where Stradivari is known to have promoted the
instrument. Vivaldi himself was a recognised
virtuoso and gave a viola d’amore recital that
was very well received in Cento in 1717 whilst
returning from Bologna; the instrument he played
on that occasion was described as having 6 strings
and 6 sympathetic strings, exactly the kind of
instrument that Vivaldi uses in his concertos (and
that we are using here). It was very unusual to find
instruments with 7 + 7 strings in Italy, although
there is a portrait of Tartini holding just such an
instrumentix.
As well as composing immensely difficult concertos
for the likes of Anna Maria, Vivaldi was also required
on occasion to produce didactic works for the
younger and less advanced members of the figlie
di coro. Just such a concerto is the Concerto in F,
a work included in a compilation of 6 concertos
by various composers published in London by
Walsh & Hare under the title Harmonia Mundi, the
Second Collection… in 1729. The work has gone
largely unnoticed for many years as the London
publication attributes this and the following
concerto to Albinoni; neither work is by him.

As so much of Vivaldi’s sacred output seems to
have been created whilst deputising for others,
one can only imagine the riches that would have
poured forth from his pen had he been given a
church post. The quality of the music contained
within his sacred oeuvre is breath-taking and it is
a great tragedy that the evidence points to a large
tranche of this repertoire having been lost over
the years. Was it his famously difficult character
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that prevented him from obtaining such a post,
or maybe a reputation – ill deserved – that came
with being a virtuoso violinist who composed
concertos by the hundred with thrills and trills?
It is interesting on this last point to note how few
of the great composers since 1750 have been
violinists. One can only hope that the time is now
ripe for Vivaldi’s genius as a church composer to
be fully recognised.

i

ii

The Pietà continues to fulfil its charitable objectives to this day.

iii

It is entirely possible that Vivaldi continued to supply the Pietà
with sacred compositions despite his geographical absence;
the board of governors did not fill the post of Maestro di Coro
until 1719.

iv

To convince any sceptics, one of these works, a setting of
Psalm 111, Beatus Vir (RV 795) is a reworking of Vivaldi’s
earlier setting (RV 597)

© Adrian Chandler, April 2022
v

The contralto part is termed Tenore in the manuscript.

vi

There also exists a concerto for the same combination of
instruments by another Venetian monk, Diogenio Bigaglia. This
is the only example of a work with this instrumentation by another
composer of which the author is aware.

vii

There also exists a fragment of a concerto for 2 organs and
2 orchestras, RV 793

viii

Nicola Porpora used the instrument in a setting of a Laudate
pueri Dominum when he was briefly Maestro di Coro at the
Pietà in 1741 – 2.

© Robin Bigwood

ix
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The Pietà was one of four Venetian ospedali grandi; the other
three – who all produced similar musical entertainments
– were the Ospedaletto (who principally took in orphans) the
Incurabili and the Mendicanti.

This is particularly strange as Tartini is not known to have
composed anything at all for the viola d’amore.

happened later, inspiring countless carved
scrolls in the style of Cupid’s head. One of the
most curious aspects about the instrument (that
is also found in some Middle Eastern stringed
instruments) is its double set of strings. The first
goes over the top of the bridge (like a violin) and
is bowed, whilst the second travels from the pegbox, under the fingerboard and through tiny holes
at the bottom of the bridge; known as sympathetic
strings, these are tuned to the same pitch as the
bowed strings and vibrate in sympathy.

The ‘Crystal’ Viola d’Amore
The viola d’amore was an instrument that
achieved popularity during the 17th and early
18th centuries. As far as I am aware, the earliest
mention of the instrument is made in a letter
from Ritter of Hamburg to Prince Wilhelm IV in
1649. Other early accounts of the instrument
include that of John Evelyn whose diary records
details of a visit he made in 1679 to a musical
entertainment where he heard a viola d’amore
being played; he claimed that he had ‘never
heard a sweeter instrument or more surprizing…’.
That Evelyn’s d’amorist was German is not a
huge surprise as most of the earlier repertory for
the instrument – not to mention its appearances
in works of art – hails from Germany, Austria,
and Bohemia.

The city of Venice served both as a geographical
staging post for musicians entering Italy from
the north and (more historically) as one of
the gateways between Europe and the Middle
East. Vivaldi’s interest in the instrument should
therefore come as no surprise. We know that he
was already playing the viola d’amore by 1708,
as the Pietà’s records show payments made to
him for viola d’amore strings in 1708 and 1709.
His earliest known compositions featuring the
viola d’amore are the oratorio Juditha Triumphans
(1716) and the early setting of the Nisi Dominus
(RV 608) which probably dates from around
the same time. The six solo concertos (with one
variant) were probably written from the late 1720s
onwards, with the concerto for viola d’amore and
lute being composed in 1740.

The viola d’amore is played like a violin but is
actually a member of the viol family, possessing a
flat back, wide ribs and sloping shoulders whilst
the sound holes are usually made to represent
a flaming sword, a symbol of Islam. Indeed, the
viola d’amore’s origins are more Middle Eastern
than European, supporting the theory that the
term ‘viola d’amore’ is a corruption of la viola del
moro (the Moor’s viola) and that the subsequent
distortion to la viola d’amore (the viola of love)
-9-

Although Vivaldi’s output for the viola d’amore
appears small when compared to that written for
the violin, it is still an important part of his oeuvre
and an area that we wanted to explore, creating a
need for us to buy an instrument. Today, most of
the surviving instruments are Germanic and would
struggle to operate at the high pitch used
by Vivaldi (and La Serenissima!) on account
of their large size. Italian violas d’amore were
typically smaller and used fewer strings, generally
6 bowed and 6 sympathetic strings (instead of
the German 7+7); this corresponds exactly to
the description of an instrument used by Vivaldi
during an impromptu recital on the viola d’amore
in Cento in 1717.

American luthier Dan Larson to make an instrument
according to Stradivari’s design. Vivaldi’s Women
is its first project; future plans include the concertos
of Vivaldi and the sonatas of Ariosti.
© Adrian Chandler

Surviving Italian instruments from this period are
few and far between, and there are no records of
any Venetian instruments (which is strange given
venice’s geographical location). If Vivaldi had
been looking to buy a viola d’amore, an obvious
place to procure such an instrument might
therefore have been Cremona, where makers
such as Stradivari and the Amati family were
based. Whilst no d’amore by Stradivari exists, the
designs for an instrument that he made in the year
preceding Vivaldi’s concert in Cento do survive.
Thanks to the incredible generosity of Michael and
Felicia Crystal, we have been able to commission
- 10 -

TEXTS AND TRANSLATIONS
7 Cur sagittas, cur tela, cur faces
Cur sagittas, cur tela, cur faces
larvae horrendae, crudeles, minaces,
ira accensae movetis in me?

Such arrows, such darts, such flaming torches,
horrendous, cruel and menacing spirits,
Why in your enflamed rage do you aim them at me?

Me non terret infernus armatus,
non furorem, non curo conatus,
vincam fortis munita mea spe.

I fear not hell’s arms,
nor its fury, nor do I care for its efforts:
I shall be victorious, armed with hope.

Hostibus circumventa undique et armis,
amabili fuam pace. Ad quid rebelles
impetus vestri imbelles?
Pugnat pro me; pro me scutum et ensem
dextera Beati Laurentii
sumit et fulget iam de coelo armata.
Ah, cordis robur mei,
invincibilis dextera et beata,
tu mihi assiste; mecum
si tu pugnas, pugnabo
et in victoria tua laeta cantabo.

Though armed enemies surround me on all sides,
I enjoy beloved peace. To what avail
do you mount your cowardly assaults?
He fights for me; for Saint Lawrence
takes up the shield and sword
in his right hand, and hurls lighting from the sky.
Ah, my heart’s strength,
invincible and blessed hand,
be my help; if with me
you fight, I too shall fight
and joyfully sing of your victory.

In te, beate Pater,
tutor et amor meus,
et in virtute tua
confide et spero.

In you blessed Father,
my protector and my love,
and in your virtue
I trust and hope.

Mihi si semper ades
vulnera sperno et clades,
nec hostis terret me
vultu severo.

If you ever be at my side,
wounds and harm shall I disdain,
nor shall I fear the enemy’s
cruel face.
- 11 -

y - d Nisi Dominus (Psalm 126)

won two Gramophone Awards: for The French
Connection (2010) and The Italian Job (2017); in
2018 Vivaldi X2 topped the UK Classical Chart.
Behind Closed Doors, made in 2020, attracted a
double five-star review in BBC Music Magazine
for the music of neglected composer Giuseppe
Antonio Brescianello. The group embarked on
new digital formats in 2021 with support from the
Culture Recovery Fund & Continuo Foundation.
This created outreach videos aimed at Key-Stage
2 children and the launch of a podcasting series
Lost & Found. La Serenissima performs across
the UK and internationally and is proud to have
as its Honorary Patron, His Excellency The Italian
Ambassador to the UK.
www.laserenissima.co.uk

La Serenissima
Unless the Lord builds the house,
they who build it labour in vain.

Nisi Dominus custodierit civitatem,
frustra vigilat qui custodit eam.

Unless the Lord looks after the city,
those who keep watch will be thwarted.

Vanum est vobis ante lucem surgere.
Surgite, postquam sederitis,
qui manducatis panem doloris.

In vain you rise up before the dawn.
[In vain] you rise, and go late to rest,
you who devour the bread of sorrow.

Cum dederit dilectis suis somnum:
ecce haereditas Domini, filii:
merces, fructus ventris.

For so he gives to his beloved sleep:
behold the heritage of the Lord, children,
fruit of the womb, shall reward him.

Sicut sagittae in manu potentis
ita filii excussorum.

Like as the arrows in the hands of the strong
are the children of youth.

Beatus vir qui implevit desiderium suum
ex ipsis:
non confandetur cum loquetur inimicis
suis in porta.

Blessed is the man who has filled his
quiver with those:
he shall not founder if he faces his foes
in the gateway.

Gloria Patri, et Filio, et Spiritui Sancto.

Glory be to God, and to the Son, and to the
Holy Ghost.
As it was in the beginning, is now, and
ever shall be, for ever and ever.
Amen.

Sicut erat in principio, et nunc et semper,
et in saecula saeculorum.
Amen.
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La Serenissima is the UK’s leading exponent of the
music of eighteenth-century Venice. Praised for its
‘all-too-rare ability to make one’s pulse race afresh
with every new project’ (Gramophone), La Serenissima
has uncovered a plethora of neglected music,
making it available to all through live performance,
recording and outreach. Uniquely, the group’s
entire repertoire is edited from source material.
Founded in 1994 by violinist Adrian Chandler,
La Serenissima is recognised for its outstanding
recording catalogue, which is regularly featured
on BBC Radio 3, Classic FM and international
radio; advertising (Versace, 2018) and film
(Portrait of a Lady on Fire, 2020). The group has

© Robin Bigwood

Nisi Dominus aedificaverit domum,
in vanum laboraverunt qui aedificant eam.
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Adrian Chandler

Claire Booth

Renata PokupiĆ

Jess Dandy

Born on Merseyside in 1974, Adrian Chandler is
recognised internationally as a leading interpreter
of Italian baroque music with an ‘avant-garde
approach that would have awed Hendrix’ (The
Guardian). Adrian founded La Serenissima in
1994, whilst a student of violinist Rodney Friend
at the Royal College of Music, channelling his love
affair with Vivaldi into a lifetime’s mission. With La
Serenissima, he has performed a host of recitals,
concertos and operas for major festivals and his
performances have been broadcast by BBC Radio 3,
Classic FM, Scala Radio and by radio stations
throughout the world. He guest-directed projects
during 2021-22 for Concerto Copenhagen
(Denmark) and Deutsche Philharmonie Merck
(Germany). Adrian has driven La Serenissima’s
highly acclaimed recording work, creating an
extensive catalogue of music by neglected Italian
baroque composers from Ariosti to Zavateri. He
was awarded an AHRC fellowship at Southampton
University to research the development of the
North Italian violin concerto 1690 – 1740 and
subsequently held a 2-year post as Turner Sims
Professor. Adrian was awarded the honour of
‘Cavaliere’ of the Order of the Star of Italy for his
services to Italian baroque music in 2022.

British soprano Claire Booth has been widely
acclaimed for her “radiant, rapturous, wonderfully
nuanced performances” and voice of “piercing
purity [and] luscious richness” (The Scotsman).
Highlights include the title role in Handel’s
Berenice for the Royal Opera House’s first
production of the opera since its 1737 Covent
Garden premiere, Irene in Vivaldi’s Bajazet at
the Royal Opera House Linbury Studio,
Nitocris in Handel’s Belshazzar for the Grange
Festival, Tippett’s A Child of Our Time with the
City of Birmingham Symphony at Hamburg’s
Elbphilharmonie, George Benjamin’s A Mind
of Winter with the Hong Kong Philharmonic,
the world premieres of Alex Woolf’s A Feast in
the Time of Plague for Grange Park Opera, Sir
Harrison Birtwistle’s Io Passion at the Bregenz
and Aldeburgh Festivals. She also created the
role of Pakriti in Jonathan Harvey’s Wagner Dream
in Pierre Audi’s production for the Netherlands
Opera. As a recitalist, she has performed
Poulenc’s La Voix Humaine at the Wigmore Hall
with pianist Christopher Glynn, with whom she has
recorded numerous albums including songs by
Grainger, Grieg and Mussorgsky.

Mezzo-soprano Renata Pokupić is praised for
her engaging and expressive interpretations and
is sought after by major opera houses and
orchestras. She has appeared with the Academy
of Ancient Music, Orchestre de Paris, Orchestre
des Champs-Elysées, Händel Festival Göttingen,
Orchestre de Paris, Orchestra of the Age of
Enlightenment, BBC Proms, London Philharmonic
Orchestra, City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra,
Orchestre Philharmonique de Strasbourg, Royal
Scottish National Orchestra, Scottish Chamber
Orchestra, DSO Berlin, Les Talens Lyriques and
La Serenissima. Guest appearances on the opera
stage have included the Royal Opera House Covent
Garden, Washington Opera, Los Angeles Opera,
and Oper Frankfurt. She works with conductors
Sir John Eliot Gardiner, William Christie, Paul
McCreesh, Emmauelle Haïm, Christophe Rousset,
Laurence Cummings and Christian Curnyn. She
often collaborates with Roger Vignoles with whom
she released an album of songs by Václav Tomášek
for Hyperion Records.

Shortlisted for a Royal Philharmonic Society
Award in the category of Young Artist, Cumbrian
contralto Jess Dandy has been praised for her
instrument of velvety plangent timbre, and her
artistic maturity of remarkable immediacy. Jess
was the contralto soloist at the First Night of
the BBC Proms 2021, singing Vaughan Williams
Serenade to Music and a new commission by Sir
James MacMillan. She has appeared on the concert
platform with the Orchestre Révolutionnaire et
Romantique, The English Concert, Florilegium,
BBC National Orchestra & Chorus of Wales,
Academy of Ancient Music, The Dunedin Consort,
BBC Symphony Orchestra, La Serenissima and Les
Arts Florissants; collaborating with conductors
including Sir John Eliot Gardiner, Harry Bicket,
Trevor Pinnock, John Butt, William Christie,
Kristian Bezuidenhout and Stephen Layton. Other
recent highlights include a series of BBC Radio 3
broadcasts which included Jess’s Wigmore Hall
debut, and a solo recital with Malcolm Martineau
at Perth Concert Hall. Jess is co-founder of
the mental health initiative, SongPath, which
encourages creative and restorative connection
on therapeutically curated musical walking trails
in beautiful surroundings.
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Robert Howarth
Robert Howarth read music at the University
of York and has performed both as continuo
player and organ soloist for La Serenissima since
1996. He has directed La Serenissima operatic
productions with Adrian Chandler on numerous
occasions. Other directing engagements include
Opernhaus Zürich (Il Ritorno d’Ulisse), Norwegian
Opera (Haydn L’Isola Disabitata), Hamburg State
Opera (Alcina), Opera North (Giulio Cesare,
The Magic Flute), Welsh National Opera (Il
Ritorno d’Ulisse), Theater St Gallen (Alcina, The
Fairy Queen), The Grange Festival (Agrippina),
Longborough Festival Opera (Ulisse) English
Touring Opera (Alcina, Tolomeo), Early Opera
Company (Acis and Galatea), Academy of Ancient
Music (Poppea), Dartington (Charpentier Actéon,
Purcell King Arthur, Bach et al The Great Passion,
Agrippina) and Birmingham Opera Company
(Ulisse, Un Ballo del Ingrate, Il Combattimento di
Tancredi e Clorinda, Dido & Aeneas). Robert was
Music Director for the play Farinelli and the King in
London and New York City.

LA SERENISSIMA
PERFORMERS AND
INSTRUMENTS

Hatty Haynes – violin II
Longman and Broderip, No.26 Cheapside,
London, C18

Louise Strickland – tenor chalumeau
Agnès Guéroult, 2018

James O’Toole – violin II
Anon., c1750, Tyrol

Adrian Chandler – violin/director, violin in
tromba marina, viola d’amore
Violin: Rowland Ross, Guildford, 1981, after Amati
Violin in tromba marina: Johann Andreas Doerffel,
Klingenthal, 1755 modified by David Rattray
Viola d’amore (6+6 string): Dan Larson, 2019,
after Stradivari

Ellen Bundy – violin II
Kloz family, Mittenwald, c1780

Oliver Cave – violin I
Martin Hilsden, UK, 1985 after anonymous c1650
Guy Button – violin I
Jan Pawlikowski, 2012
Simone Pirri – violin I
Pietro Paolo de Vitor, Venice, 1730-1740 on
generous loan from the Harrison Frank Family
Foundation
Agata Daraskaite – violin II
Anon, c1780
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Lynda Sayce – theorbo, baroque guitar
Theorbo in A: Michael Lowe, Wootton-byWoodstock, 2000, after iconography c.1700
Baroque guitar: Ivo Magherini, Bremen, 2002,
after Giovanni Tesler, Ancona, 1620
Robert Howarth – organ
Hauptwerk, digitisation of organ by Pietro
Nacchini * (C18) in Izola, Slovenia
Robin Bigwood – harpsichord 1 – 6
&0–t
Andrew Wooderson, London, 2001,
after Grimaldi (1697)

Elitsa Bogdanova – viola
Jan Pawlikowski, 2012, after Amati
Thomas Kirby – viola
Bernd Hiller, Germany, 2006

*
Pietro Nacchini was one of the greatest Venetian
organ builders of his day; he studied at the organbuilding school in the church of S. Giovanni in
Bragora, the church where Vivaldi was baptised.

Thomas Kettle – viola
Jan Pawlikowski, Krakow, 2011, after Stradivari
Vladimir Waltham – continuo cello
Nicola Gagliano, Italy, c1770 on loan from the
Jumpstart Jr. Foundation
Carina Drury – cello
Maker unknown, Italy, c1850
Carina Cosgrave – double bass
Anon., c1870, Germany
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Introduzione al Gloria: Cur sagittas, cur tela, cur
faces for contralto, strings & continuo, RV 637
7 - 9 Antoine Bommelaer

THANK YOU
La Serenissima wishes to acknowledge the
patronage of His Excellency The Italian
Ambassador to the UK and the generous support
of its Friends, Patrons, Chair Sponsors and
The Ambassador’s Circle.

Concerto for violin, strings and continuo in F
from Harmonia Mundi The 2nd Collection
0 - w Big Apple Baroque
Concerto for violin, organ, strings & continuo
in d, RV 541
e - t Mark West

The recording sessions, which took place in
October 2021, were made possible by a grant
from Mr & Mrs J A Pye’s Charitable Settlement.
La Serenissima wish to dedicate Vivaldi’s Women
to the memory of Yvonne Pye (d. 2021) who did
so much to champion its work.

Psalm 126: Nisi Dominus for soprano, mezzosoprano, tenor, violin in tromba marina, viola
d’amore, chalumeau, cello, organ, strings &
continuo, RV 803
y - o Dedicated by Derwin Jenkinson to Rosie,
Tamsin & Juliana
p Diana Woolley
a - d Anonymous

La Serenissima also wishes to acknowledge the
generosity of the following individuals:
Vivaldi’s Women Album Sponsors:
Hilary & Stuart Williams

La Serenissima
Hillside, Bourton-on-the-Hill, Moreton in Marsh,
Gloucestershire GL56 9AH UK
info@laserenissima.co.uk /
www.laserenissima.co.uk /
registered charity no. 1154940
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Recorded in Cedars Hall, Wells Cathedral School, Somerset UK
from 25th-28th October 2021
Recording Engineer: Andrew Mellor & James Waterhouse
Recording Producer: Simon Fox-Gàl

SignumClassics, Signum Records Ltd., Suite 14, 21 Wadsworth Road, Perivale,
Middlesex, UB6 7LQ, UK. +44 (0) 20 8997 4000
E-mail: info@signumrecords.com www.signumrecords.com

Editions: Adrian Chandler
Keyboard instrument provision: Simon Neal
Pitch: A = 440 Hz
Tuning Temperament: Vallotti & Young prepared by Robert Howarth
Artist photographs: all images taken during the sessions by artists Robin
Bigwood & Agata Daraskaite.

The ‘Crystal’ Viola d’Amore was specially
commissioned for this project thanks to the
generosity of Michael & Felicia Crystal.

Concerto for viola d’amore, strings & continuo
in d, RV 394 1 - 3 Michael & Felicia Crystal
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© Agata Daraskaite

We are entirely reliant on the generosity of
individuals, trusts and foundations to create our
recording catalogue. If you would like to support
a future release, please contact Camilla Scarlett,
General Manager camilla@laserenissima.co.uk

Concerto for violin in tromba marina, strings
& continuo in G, RV 313
4 - 6 Alison Wilkinson
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